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it is not always practical to create a
physical background for light simulations
or even to have a physical background in
the first place. so in those cases, the su
podium hdr image-based lighting option
can be used instead of a physical sky. this
option is a great opportunity for the
creative user to do advanced lighting
techniques like light reflections and
refractions. it also allows you to use a
combination of elements in the scene to
create a more realistic image. this new
version has been carefully designed and
tested to be the most stable, fast and
easy-to-use version of su podium. in fact,
it is so easy to use that in most cases a
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new podium user will be able to learn the
program in a matter of minutes. su
podium has some great new features and
lots of new cool ways to use podium to
create a wide range of different images.
previous versions used a very efficient
ruby code to export sketchup geometry,
textures, camera and sun position to
podium's raytracing engine. however, the
c++ podium exporter can export
geometry and materials to the raytracing
engine much faster. in many cases 10
times faster. in fact, v2.5.1 is 50% faster
than v2. as you know, with large models,
processing and parsing scenes can often
be the longest stage in the entire
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rendering process. so for large models,
the speed difference can be several
minutes or more in rendering time.
panoramic vr has been introduced with su
podium v2.5.x su podium includes an
option to create equirectangular images
and convert these into spherical
panoramic vrs where the camera is inside
the sphere and can be rotate on it's axis
in 360 degrees by your clients. creates a
powerful presentation. please read about
panoramic vr here.
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